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JFRenamer Portable is a Java-based renaming utility that makes is very easy to rename multiple files or directories at once. By letting
the user specify specific criterias for renaming, the program can be customized to renaming certain filenames. Moreover, the
application will analyze the contents of selected folders, including extensions, and perform renaming tasks accordingly. After

generating the list of files to be renamed, the user can choose which are to be modified and can then manually type in any changes to
filenames. Alternatively, one can also choose to apply a renaming task to multiple folders at once, letting the user to accomplish

several renaming jobs at once. JFRenamer Portable Rename Files & Folders The renaming utility can be launched by extracting the
program’s *.bin file. After installation and launching of the program, the program displays a list of all available tasks to be performed.
The program also opens up the “General Settings” dialog, which contains basic parameters to use in renaming jobs. The first job to be
performed is the “Open selected” task, which can be used to load a list of files to be modified. Once the files are selected, the user can

assign specific names for the new files. The actual file rename will be performed when “Renamed File” button is pressed. After the
renaming process has been completed, the program will display the list of successfully renamed items along with information on the

duration of the renaming operation. Note: Due to low RAM memory restrictions, the program only supports renaming files up to
400MB in size. In order to perform high-volume renaming, users are advised to employ an external file manager such as WinAce

(Free) or Total Commander (Pro). JFRenamer Portable Rename Files & Folders - Advanced Settings The application’s configuration
parameters can also be altered. For instance, users can adjust the sort order of files and folders, the number of files displayed in a list,
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and specify how long the “Cancel” button will remain pressed after renaming tasks have been performed. Additionally, the “Unify file
name” parameter can be used to automatically change the file name to a more user-friendly sequence, such as “0000 1 001” and

“0009.” By default, the renaming operation will take place in the “Desktop” folder, although this

JFRenamer Portable License Code & Keygen Download

JFRenamer Portable Cracked Accounts is a handy batch renamer for your documents. It enables you to change case of selected files,
rename multiple files, rename multiple folders with case changes, or change the extension of all files. JFRenamer Portable main

features: - Change Case or Case of Chosed Items - Rename Multiple Files and Folders - Change the Extention of Chosed Files and
Folders - Inserts/Deletes Characters in Each File - Search/Replace - View the History - Compatible to Windows 2000, Windows XP,
and Vista Customer Service Help & Support 100% Satisfaction Guarantee Testimonials "The software is great. I recommend anyone
who is looking for such a great software to visit this website and download it." Richard Thomas "You provide an outstanding service.

It was a pleasure to shop with you." Mohsen "It's been over 10 years I'm ordering from your company. I was told by my friends I
should try the same thing and I will really like the experience. It's better than Windows. I'm a home user and my friends work with

computers." Patricia Ferre "I tried the Batch Rename Maker on the test disk." Jiah Song "I have read carefully the product description
and FAQs. It helps me very much to resolve my problems." Sadaf Jafar "It's really a great software! It's easy to use, simple and fast. I
like it very much. It's the first time I have experienced a program so helpful. I think you should increase your prices because what you

provide is so useful and I like to tell my friends about it." Dilshad "I want to tell you that I like your Batch Renamer. It's a great
software. I would recommend it to my friends. It's better than Windows. I am very satisfied with it." Mike Christie "I tested the

software and found it helpful. It supports my needs for renaming multiple files. Thanks for a great product. This software is great."
Sean Wallace "Thank you for such a wonderful software. It's the best that I've ever used. It's the fastest software I have ever used. I

will recommend your product to everyone. It's very easy to use, fast, and secure." 6a5afdab4c
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JFRenamer Portable [32|64bit]

JFRenamer Portable is a lightweight software that comes with a few handy features that most consumers will want to use. The
software includes options to easily and quickly rename over 2000 files or folders. It is possible to preview the changes made or even
apply changes to multiple items. Once loaded, JFRenamer Portable allows users to check on the status of their renaming jobs as well
as backtrack and modify problems encountered during the renaming process. It has a light weight and a simple UI that makes the
program easy to use for anyone. F.A.Q. – JFRenamer Portable After the user selects the files or folders to be renamed, the program
creates a destination directory and then renames the original files and folders to the new names. Rename certain file extensions or
characters in the filename. All of the renaming routines can be batch processed without repeatedly opening the destination directory.
Users can create separate folders for each type of filename, such as part numbers, customer and, or platform. In the Filename Type
field, choose All Files, All Folders or some combination of these two types. By default, JFRenamer Portable will rename only one
character from the beginning of the filename. When renaming more than one character from the beginning of the filename, check the
Replace All Occurrence box. In the Rows box, choose the number of rows in which the new names will appear. The From to and To
boxes have default values, which may need to be adjusted based on file properties. Type advanced properties. This will open an
additional dialog box. Check the Do not check in target directory option and then click Rename. Click History to view the Rename
History. Note: The History will have a list of all files that were renamed as well as all the errors that were encountered during the
rename process. The program will rename files and folders based on a number of different options, including the following: Rename
Strict Words – Limit the processing rules to only specific words. The words can be limited to particular character sets. Rename the
Bytes – Rename a filename based on the bytes in the filename. Rename parts of filenames – Rename a file or folder based on the
portion of the filename. Rename file names based on extensions or platform – The program can rename a file based on

What's New in the JFRenamer Portable?

JFRenamer Portable is designed for all file and folder renaming needs. JFRenamer Portable can be used as a part of a batch renaming
system, allowing users to quickly change file and folder names at once. JFRenamer Portable is also capable of applying one of eight
rules, allowing users to modify file and folder names. - Change file and folder name, according to a list of rules - Very simple
renaming - Excellent support - Great support for various file extensions - Automatically suggests new names - Safe and secure
processing - Compatibility with UNIX and Windows systems - Powerful regex support - Very robust and stable tool - Change case of
selected entries - Interface is very simple and clean - Support for various operating systems - Automatically returns a preview to
confirm the change - Supports reverse renaming - Customize hot keys - Save works as history list - Very light program in size What's
New in Version 2.9.0: Changed the batch processing. changed the support of changing the case of the selected entries. Added the
support of changing the case of the selected entries. Added the support of changing the case of the selected entries. Added the support
of searching for a set of characters. Added the support of searching for a set of characters. Added the support of searching for a set of
characters. changed the batch processing. Changed the support of searching for a set of characters. Added the support of searching for
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a set of characters. Added the support of searching for a set of characters. Added the support of changing the case of the selected
entries. Changed the support of searching for a set of characters. Changed the support of searching for a set of characters. Added the
support of changing the case of the selected entries. Added the support of searching for a set of characters. Added the support of
searching for a set of characters. Fixed a bug in the batch processing. Changed the support of searching for a set of characters.
Changed the support of searching for a set of characters. Changed the support of searching for a set of characters. changed the support
of searching for a set of characters. Added the support of searching for a set of characters. Changed the support of searching for a set
of characters. Added the support of searching for a set of characters. Added the support of searching for a set of characters.
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System Requirements:

The minimum requirements for this game are: Windows 7, 8, 10 Intel i3 3.20 GHz 1GB RAM 1 GB GPU (VRAM of at least 1GB
required) DirectX 11 2 GHz CPU Gamepad and gamepads supported in the game 4GB space for installation of game In order to be
able to play the game without any problems, these requirements are: Intel i5 3.20 GHz 2 GB RAM
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